The paper purposes that the three major civilizations are territorial rational civilization originated from the tribes before the Axial Age, discrete Western rational civilization originated from the mega empires in Middle East and Greece during the Axial Age, and the connective Eastern rational civilization originated from the mega empires in India and China during the Axial Age. Territorial rational civilization with territorial worldview for ingroup and outgroup individuals produces territorial nationalist democracy based on rule of boundary to deal with ingroup and outgroup individuals. Discrete Western rational civilization with discrete worldview for discrete and independent individuals produces discrete liberty-equality democracy based on rule of law to deal with discrete individuals. Connective Eastern rational civilization with connective worldview for connective and related individuals produces connective common wellbeing democracy based on rule of relation to deal with connective individuals. The current highly international interdependence produces the purposed internationalized interdependent community which allows the interdependent coexistence of the three rational civilizations by establishing the promotion of rational civilizations, the basic rules of relation and law, the potential civilizational and the regional defense boundaries, and the cooperation in international relations. The mental origin of the rational civilization consists of the social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews to form the original human social group, the mental immune system for instinctive mental therapy, theory of imaginary mind for imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large social groups, and the thinking brain for rule to form rational civilization.
Introduction
Civilization comes from the Latin word civis which means someone who lives in a town. The most important characteristics of civilization include urban society, centralized government, organized religion, job specialization and social classes, highly developed art, advanced technology and infrastructure, and writing. The Since the Industrial Revolution, the Western civilization certainly has become the most powerful and affluent civilization in the world, and appears to be most likely the ultimate universal civilization. In the article "the Universal Civilization" [1] [2] by V. S. Naipaul who won the 2001 Nobel Prize in literature, the pursuit of happiness is at the heart of the attractiveness of the universal civilization. It cannot generate fanaticism. But it is known to exist; and because of that, other more rigid systems in the end blow away. Naipaul offered himself as proof Easterners attend more broadly to the overall surroundings and to the relations between the object and the field [13] [14] . One typical way to identify the East vs the West is to pair panda, monkey, and banana. Typically, the Westerners pair panda and monkey for the same category (animals), while the Easterners pair monkey and banana for the relationship (monkey eats banana).
The different worldviews in the West and the East produce different religions and politics. In the West originated from the Middle East and Greece, the major religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam) are highly discrete and competitive in believing that only one religion is the eternal religion, and in their sacred prophecies, all other religions will be punished severely and perished at the end of the normal civilization. In the East, the major religions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism) are connected and coexist peacefully without the prophecy of end time. Chinese politics with the Eastern civilization based on collective wellbeing and cooperation is different from the Western liberal democracy based on discrete individualism and partisan competition.
Another civilization is territorial civilization with territorial worldview based on rigid boundary between ingroup and outgroup. Basically, the three major civilizations in the world are territorial rational civilization with territorial worldview originated from the tribes before the Axial Age with rigid boundary, discrete Western rational civilization with discrete worldview originated from the mega empires in the Middle East and Greece during the Axial Age with flexible boundary, and connective Eastern rational civilization with connective worldview originated from the mega empires in India and China during the Axial Age with flexible boundary from about the 8th to the 3rd century BCE [15] . The three rational civilizations derived from the thinking brain have different rational rules. Territorial rational civilization has rule of boundary to deal with basically good ingroup individuals and basically bad outgroup individuals, and produces territorial nationalist democracy. Discrete rational civilization has rule of law to deal with all basically discrete bad individuals, and produces discrete liberty-equality democracy. Connective rational civilization has rule of relation to deal all basically connective good individuals, and produces connective common wellbeing democracy. The globalized integrated community with integrated worldview originated from WB, IMF, and WTO with open boundary has rule of integration to deal with basically open individuals.
As a result, the globalized integrated community is futile as it simply cannot integrate all three different civilizations under rule of integration. Futile globalization is described by Sociologist Koert Debeuf in "Tribalization: Why war is coming" [16] , which describes that the end of globalization is tribalization which brings chaos and poverty. The alternative to globalization is internationalization as proposed by Sociologist Herman Daly [7] [17] . According to Herman Daly, globalization, considered by many to be the inevitable wave of the future, is frequently confused with internationalization, but is in fact something totally different. Internationalization refers to the increasing importance of relations between nations: international trade, international treaties, alliances, protocols, etc. Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science Globalization refers to global economic integration of many formerly national economies into one global economy. Derived from internationalization, the internationalized interdependent community has interdependent worldview based on rule of interdependence for division of labor among the three different civilizations, and has varied boundary. The development of the internationalized interdependent community requires the New Axial Age. The three local civilizations and the two world communities are shown in Table 3 . The internationalized interdependent community provides the interdependent coexistence of the ration civilization. In fact, the interdependent coexistence of connective and discrete rational civilizations already exists in "Chimerica" to describe the symbiotic relationship between China and the United States according to Niall Ferguson [18] . Chimerica has enhanced the global economic growth, and the trade war in Chimerica has been hurting the global economic growth.
All different civilizations have the same mental origin as we are all humans.
The paper proposes that the mental origin of the rational civilization consists of the social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews to form the original human social group, the mental immune system for instinctive mental therapy, theory of imaginary mind for imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large civilized groups, and the thinking brain for rule to form rational civilization as Table 1 .
Section 2 describes the mental origin of civilizations. Section 3 deals with the mega empires and worldviews. Section 4 describes the Axial Age and social orders. Section 5 explains the Industrial Revolution and democracies. Section 6 deals with globalization and tribalization. Section 7 describes internationalization and interdependent coexistence of the rational civilizations.
The Mental Origin of Civilizations
The mental origin of rational civilization explains all mental capacities to develop rational civilization. The paper proposes that the mental origin of rational civilization consists of the social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews (intergroup relations) to form the original small human social group, Table 1 . The mental origin of the universal civilization.
Mental origin Components function the social brain instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews to form the original small human social structure the mental immune system instinctive comforter against hardship, hyperactivity against danger, and phobia against unfamiliarity-uncertainty for instinctive mental therapy theory of imaginary mind imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large social groups thinking brain rationalism and empiricism to form rational large civilized group Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science the mental immune system for instinctive mental therapy, theory of imaginary mind for imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large social group, and the thinking brain for rational rule to form rational civilization as Table 1 .
The Social Brain
The social brain [19] [20] [21] [22] is the network of brain regions that are involved in understanding others. We are biologically hard-wired for interacting with others. The social brain is located mainly in the neocortex in the outmost layer of the brain. The neocortex is much larger in humans as compared to other primates and mammals of similar size. The social brain also involves the neurotransmitter/hormone system to provide a psychopharmacological platform for the cognitive component.
The social brain contains instinctive relations to form the default social structure. All social animals have instinctive relations to form the default social structures without training or with little training. The human social brain [23] consists of instinctive intragroup relations and instinctive worldviews. The social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews is to form the original small human social group.
The Intragroup Relations
In the human social brain, intragroup relations consist of family, alliance, division of labor, and multigeneration relations The four intragroup relations to protect social members are family intragroup relation to protect vulnerable children through commitment, alliance intragroup relation to protect vulnerable individuals through reciprocity, division of labor intragroup relation from interdependent specialists to protect vulnerable pregnant females through interdependence, and multigeneration intragroup relation from older leaders-mentors to protect next generation through generativity (legacy).
Family intragroup relation benefits vulnerable children against neglect by forming kinship group [24] whose relations depend on commitment to a social group rather than reciprocal benefit of individuals. The origin of collectivistic intragroup relation is the social group of caregivers and vulnerable children. For non-primate vertebrates, the brain size for family intragroup relation is proportional to the duration and complexity of commitment [25] . The neurotransmitter to promote family intragroup relation is oxytocin, so people feel good when they are with their kin.
Alliance intragroup relation benefits vulnerable individuals against predation by forming an alliance group [20] [21] [22] whose relations depend on reciprocal benefit of individuals rather than commitment to a social group. The base of alliance intragroup relation is extensive and complex socialization. For primates, the brain size for alliance intragroup relation is proportional to the group size and the complexity of socialization. According to Dunbar, the proper group size based on the human brain size is around 150 [26] . The neurotransmitter to Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science promote alliance intragroup relation is endorphins, so people feel good when they have friends.
Division of labor intragroup relation benefits vulnerable specialists against
handicaps by forming a specialist group from specialists whose relations depend on existential interdependence [27] [28] . The early hominins formed the interdependent specialist groups consisting of the forest group of homemaker-forager for women and children and the woodland group of explorer-forager for men in the mixed forest-woodland habitat. The handicap was the feet which were still suitable for climbing trees, and not suitable to walk long distance and run fast on the ground especially for pregnant women and small children in woodland area.
Later, the division of labor became gatherer-hunter in open savanna habitat.
This division of labor intragroup relation is called eusociality [29] characterized by the division of labor as in eusocial bees and ants. Homo sapiens are also eusocial [27] . Division of labor requires mind-reading mentalization [30] .
Multigeneration intragroup relation benefits future generations by forming multigeneration group whose relations depend on generativity [31] [32] [33] [34]. Unlike great apes, infertile women have long life after menopause allows multiple generations to live together. The caring of infertile women after menopause for their grandchildren and great-grandchildren is the base of legacy.
Therefore, the four intragroup relations are family intragroup relation to benefit vulnerable children through commitment, alliance intragroup relation from allies to benefit vulnerable individuals through reciprocity, division of labor intragroup relation from specialists to benefit vulnerable specialists through interdependence, and multigeneration intragroup relation from multiple generations to benefit vulnerable future generations through generativity. These instinctive intragroup relations produce the default social structure with family group, alliance group, division of labor, and generational assistance.
Worldviews
For social animals, instinctive worldview (intergroup relation) is derived from ingroup and outgroup. In ingroup, individuals share similar interests and attitudes, and produce instinctive feeling of ingroup favoritism as solidarity, community, and exclusivity [35] . Individuals in outgroup outside one's own group are different in interests and attitudes, and produce instinctive feeling of outgroup derogation as inferiority and alienation. Morality is defined as proper behavior. Morality toward ingroup is opposite of morality toward outgroup [36] .
Ingroup morality is cooperative connection derived from instinctive ingroup favoritism. Outgroup morality is zero-sum aggressive competition derived from mutual outgroup derogation among social groups. According to evolutionary psychologists, this discrimination between connective ingroup morality and competitive outgroup morality has evolved because it enhances group survival in terms of instinctive cooperative connection toward ingroup and instinctive aggressive competition toward outgroup [37] .
Such attitudes toward ingroup and outgroup are instinctive, appearing even in [38] , babies prefer the objects (such as dolls) as ingroup objects that have similarities with the babies rather than the objects as outgroup objects that do not have similarities with the babies. Babies also prefer the objects with helpful behavior to the objects with bully behavior. However, babies prefer the doll that bullies another doll that is not like the babies. In other words, even though babies dislike the individuals who harm other individuals, babies prefer the individuals who harm outgroup individuals that are not like the babies. The zero-sum competitive attitude toward outgroup is instinctive. On the basic level, the relation toward outgroup is discrete without connection, while the relation toward ingroup is connective with connection. This bimodal ingroup and outgroup relate to the bimodal proactive aggression and reactive aggression, respectively [39] . Proactive aggression generally results from the conflict toward ingroup, while reactive aggression generally comes from the conflict toward outgroup [40] . The distinction between the two types is centered on the aims of aggression. Proactive aggression aiming at outgroup involves a purposeful planned attack with an external or internal reward as a goal. It is characterized by attention to a consistent target, and often by a lack of emotional arousal. By contrast, reactive aggression aiming at ingroup is a response to a threat or frustrating event, with the goal being only to remove the provoking stimulus. Proactive aggression toward outgroup is characterized by low physiological arousal, a lack of social communication, and targeting of vulnerable body parts, because outgroup is basically a discrete group without any connection to the aggressor. By contrast, reactive aggression toward ingroup is associated with high physiological arousal and communication of intent including threats, because ingroup is basically a connective group with connection with the aggressor. The two types are sometimes easy to distinguish. For example, when two animals compete with steadily escalating intensity, as frequently occurs in fights over food or mates, aggression is typically reactive without any proactive elements.
Tulogdi et al. [41] found that proactive aggression was associated with innervation of the central and basolateral amygdala, the lateral hypothalamus, and the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray. By contrast, reactive aggression was associated with the medial amygdala, the mediobasal hypothalamus, and the dorsal periaqueductal gray [42] . The results of Tulogdi et al. indicate the existence of two different pathways in a key neural circuit underlying aggression.
Worldviews include territorial worldview for ingroup-outgroup with a rigid boundary between ingroup and outgroup, discrete worldview for extended outgroup without a rigid boundary between ingroup and outgroup, and connective worldview for extended ingroup without a rigid boundary between ingroup and outgroup. Humans with fairly distinctive boundary in the original human society were evolved with territorial worldview which has a high propensity for proactive aggression toward outgroup and a low propensity for reactive aggression toward ingroup. Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science On the other hand, chimpanzee and bonobo have fission-fusion society with overlapping social groups in which the social group size and composition change throughout the year with different activities and situations. As a result they do not have rigid boundary between ingroup and outgroup. The natural habitats of chimpanzees and bonobos are separated by Congo River. The poor natural habitat where chimpanzees live has much higher resource competition than the rich natural habitat where bonobos live. Therefore, the principal worldviews of chimpanzees and bonobos are discrete worldview adaptive to competition and connective worldview adaptive to cooperation, respectively. Discrete worldview in chimpanzee is shown in a high propensity for proactive aggression and reactive aggression, while connective worldview in bonobo is shown in a low propensity for proactive aggression and reactive aggression. Compared with chimpanzees and bonobos, humans have a high propensity for proactive aggression like chimpanzees and unlike bonobos, and a low propensity for reactive aggression unlike chimpanzees and like bonobos [39] . In bonobos, no proactive aggression leading to intergroup killings has been observed [43] . Proactive aggression toward conspecifics is accordingly much more common in chimpanzees and humans than in bonobos, where it is infrequent or absent. The highly aggressive behaviors of adult male chimpanzees can be described as male warriors [44] . Because of division of labor intragroup relation based on interdependence in humans, chimpanzees and bonobos without division of labor intragroup relation both show more reactive aggression toward ingroup than humans. The human low propensity for reactive aggression toward ingroup is shown in human small canine teeth unlike large canine teeth in other animals for ingroup fighting. The two important traits that distinguish early hominins from other apes are bipedalism and small canine teeth [28] .
The Mental Immune System
The immune system is a network of cells, tissues, and organs that work together to provide countermeasures against harmful invaders (pathogens). Different immune subsystems provide different countermeasures against different harmful invaders. The balanced immune system has the immune system regulators to balance the activities of the immune system. As the highly imbalanced immune system without the proper immune system regulators, the overactive immune system causes allergies and auto immune diseases as physical disorders against ubiquitous harmful and harmless detected invaders.
In the same way, in the mental immune system [23] , the different mental immune subsystems provide the different countermeasures against different adversities. The balanced mental immune system has the mental immune system regulators to balance the activities of the mental immune system. As the highly imbalanced mental immune system without the proper mental immune system regulators, the overactive mental immune system causes mental allergies and auto immune diseases as personality-mental disorders [45] against ubiquitous harmful and harmless perceived adversities. Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science
The instinctive mental countermeasures in the mental immune system include comforter against hardship, hyperactivity against danger, and phobia against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Each countermeasure has its regulator to avoid excess countermeasure. The excessive countermeasure without balancing by the regulator leads to the personality disorder. The mental immune system is instinctive, because it is mediated by neurotransmitters as in Table 2 .
Religions, particularly the Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), intertwine closely with the mental immune system. As a result, religions that involve the mental immune system are important for the mental health of believers. In the Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam), God is assumed implicitly or explicitly as heavenly parent, while the believers are God's children. In the Abrahamic religions, the mental immune system of adult believers relies on heavenly parent as that the mental immune system of dependent children relies on parents. To dependent child, committed parents are the love against hardship, the protector against danger, and the authority against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. To the adult believers in the Abrahamic religions, heavenly parent provides the protection against danger, the love against hardship, and the authority against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. The heavenly maternal-like love is the religious comforter as the countermeasure against hardship. For the Abrahamic religions, God is love. The heavenly parental protection in the form of miraculous salvation is the religious hyperactivity as the countermeasure against danger. For Judaism, the confirmation for the miraculous salvation is the miraculous salvation of Israelites from oppression and the deliverance into the Promised Land. For Christianity, the confirmation is the miraculous salvation through Jesus' sacrifice and resurrection. For Islam, the confirmation is the miraculous salvation of Mecca to herald the advent of the Prophet Muhammad.
The Abrahamic religions celebrate the miraculous salvations every year. The heavenly paternal-like authority in power, laws, and traditions provides the phobia against moving to unfamiliar-uncertain way of life (sins). The authority is expressed as righteousness. For the Abrahamic religions, the heavenly authority (righteousness) is written in the sacred scriptures. Whenever the believers face adversities, the believers seek relentlessly for the heavenly love against hardship, the heavenly miraculous salvation against danger, and the heavenly authority against unfamiliarity-uncertainty. As for small children, the religious immune system in the Abrahamic religions started with the unregulated immune system without any delayed gratification. The impatient believers want the religious countermeasures at once. There are many stories about such unregulated religious countermeasures in the Abrahamic religions. For examples, in the long journey from Egypt to the Promise Land, Israelites frequently complained, and wanted immediate miraculous salvation without delay as what infants normally do. Inevitably, God taught Israelites to wait for the right time with delayed gratification. God the heavenly parent introduced the heavenly providence (wisdom) as the religious regulator to regulate the religious immune system. The heavenly providence prevents overactive religious countermeasure against ubiquitous perceived adversity as in personality-mental disorders. Believing in the heavenly providence, a believer in the heavenly love looks beyond prevailing hardship to the coming of the heavenly love, resulting in the elimination of the overactive religious comforter against ubiquitous perceived hardship. Believing in the heavenly providence, a believer in the heavenly miraculous salvation looks beyond prevailing danger to the coming of the divine salvation, resulting in the elimination of the overactive religious hyperactivity against ubiquitous perceived danger. Believing in the heavenly providence, a believer in the heavenly authority looks beyond prevailing unfamiliarity-uncertainty (sins) to the coming of the heavenly authority, resulting in the elimination of the overactive religious phobia against ubiquitous perceived unfamiliarity-uncertainty. Essentially, the Abrahamic religions follow the natural regulated immune system for children. The religious mental immune system is for the Abrahamic religions.
For Buddhism, the way to deal with the sufferings from social disorders and personality mental disorders is through the Eightfold Path consisting of right view, right aspiration, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration. The sufferings from the social disorders can be minimized with right view, right aspiration, right speech, right action, right livelihood, and right effort in the Eightfold Path. The sufferings from the personality/mental disorders can be minimized with right mindfulness (mindfulness meditation) and right concentration (concentration meditation). The emotion regulation from meditation [46] has been investigated to show the decreases in emotional interference by unpleasant stimuli and in the time to return to emotional baseline after stress. The emotional regulation relates to the strengthening of prefrontal cognitive control mechanisms by meditations.
For Confucianism, the way to deal with emotional problem is the middle way The goal of the balance in the balanced mental immune system is to reach the state of equilibrium without arising emotion and the state of harmony with arising emotion to balance adversity-fortune. Whenever one thinks too much about adversity, think about possible fortune after adversity. Equally, whenever one thinks too much about fortune, thinks about possible adversity after fortune.
Such thinking helps to nurture the normal instinctive mental system which is regulated to maintain balance. The middle way to maintain balance enhances the instinctive regulators in the mental immune system.
Theory of Imaginary Mind
All supernatural entities and large social groups entities such as nation-states are derived from theory of imaginary mind where a person attribute mental states of mind (beliefs, intents, desires, emotions, knowledge, etc.) to imaginary others (supernatural deities and nation-states), and understand that imaginary others have beliefs, desires, intentions, and perspectives that are different from the person. Theory of imaginary mind is derived from theory of real mind as the original theory of mind where a person attributes mental state of mind to the others as real people, not imaginary entities. No other animals have such robust theory of mind, so other animals do not have religions and nation-states. As shown in the previous paper [47] , theory of mind was not evolved originally to accommodate religious behaviors. Theory of mind was evolved originally to accommodate interdependent division of labor between the forest specialist group (women and children) and the woodland specialist group (men) in early hominins who lived the mixed forest-woodland habitat. To complement each other's work without interfering each other's work, one specialist group had to recognize that the other specialist group existed to think for themselves and to do different works. The result was theory of mind which is to recognize that the others exist to think for themselves (The forest-woodland groups became the hunter-gatherer groups for the Homo species in the savanna habitat). Under normal condition, specialists in division of labor were real.
Humans under existential pressure invented theory of imaginary mind for imaginary specialists as imaginary agents who existed to think for themselves and to do different work in imaginary division of labor to enhance survival chance, resulting in the religious relief of stress and anxiety to enhance the survival chance of individuals [23] . Under existential pressure, such theistic imagination can also be the religious enforcement of social bonds to enhance the survival chance of social group [48] [49] . Robust religion is unique to humans, because robust theory of mind is unique to humans [50] . According to Maurice Bloch [51] , the first widespread human religion was derived from the imagination to produce imaginary female figurines and imaginary cave paintings to helps them to survive under existential pressure at the time of the Upper Paleolithic Revolution.
According to a PET study, theory of mind activates the medial prefrontal node to handle the mental state of the self, the superior temporal sulcus to detect the behavior of other animals and analyzes the goals and outcomes of this beha-Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science vior, and the inferior frontal region to maintain representations of actions and goals [52] . According to Kapogiannis and Deshpande in the functional MRI study of the brains of both self-declared religious and non-religious individuals, individuals with stronger theory of mind activity were found to be more religious [53] . Thinking about God activates brain regions associated with theory of mind [54] . Autistic individuals with problems in imaginative capacities and pretend plays are incapable of theory of mind [55] [56] [57] . Autism with the deficits in theory of mind is linked to lower belief in God [58] .
Up to two-thirds of the children who have the ability for theory of mind between the ages of 3 and 8 have imaginary companions [59] . They need imaginary companions to provide comfort in times of stress, boredom, and loneliness, to help them make sense of the adult world, and to overcome traumatic experiences. Taylor feel imaginary companions are common among children and are part of normal social-cognitive development [60] . For adults, such childhood imaginary companions are replaced by adulthood imaginary guardians who intertwine closely with the real social brain and the real mental immune system. As a result, to believers, such imaginary guardians become real supernatural guardians to maintain cohesive large social group and to uphold believers' mental health. Large social groups and believers cannot survive well without adulthood imaginary guardians.
The Thinking Brain
The brain includes the emotional-instinctive brain, the subjective thinking brain, and the objective thinking brain [61] . The emotional-instinctive brain locates in the subcortex and the limbic regions, and the neurotransmitters include endorphins for individualistic intragroup relation and oxytocin for collectivistic intragroup relation. Emotion and instinct are blunt and black-and-white reactions without discerning. They occur extremely rapidly before conscious thoughts. The subjective thinking brain uses reasoning to defend the view derived from instinct and emotion against the opposite point of view. The subjective thinking brain locates in the orbital frontal cortex for the processing of emotions, the anterior cingulate for conflict resolution, the posterior cingulate for making judgments about moral accountability, and the ventral striatum for reward and pleasure. The neurotransmitters are glutamine and dopamine. The objective thinking brain locates in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for objective reasoning and analysis without bias. The neurotransmitter is glutamine. Objective thinking plays a limited role in decisions. According to Drew Westen [61] , only between 0.5 and 3 percent of the most important political decisions utilize objective thinking. For rational civilization, the thinking brain formulas the rational rules to control both proactive aggression and reactive aggression.
The Mega Empires and Worldviews
The formation of centralized mega empires destroyed the tribal social structure based on territorial worldview. As a result, the new civilizations based on dis-Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science crete or connective worldview emerged to replace territorial civilization based on territorial worldview.
The Mega Empires
Peter Turchin proposes a theory for formation of mega empires [62] . He proposes the mirror-empires model where antagonistic interactions between nomadic pastoralists and settled agriculturalists resulting in an autocatalytic process, which pressures both nomadic and farming polities to scale up polity size, and thus military power to become mega empires. Over 90% of mega empires arose within or next to the Old World's arid belt, running from the Sahara desert to the Gobi desert. Initially, such mega empires were decentralized mega empires consisting of dependent tribes inside empires and independent tribes outside empires.
The centralized mega empire social structure started from about 3000 years ago by the Iron Revolution. All major religions were established during this period. The Iron Age (the Iron Revolution) started between 1200 BCE and 600 BCE, depending on the region. Iron is tougher and lighter than bronze and was used to make much better sharp objects like spears, swords, and sharp tools than bronze. The source for iron was much more abundant than bronze. Through the Iron Revolution, the decentralized mega empires were converted to the centralized mega empires with iron technology. The earliest proto-mega centralized empire is the Hittite Empire based on the advantages entailed by its high advancement on ironworking at the time [63] . The Hittite Empire was not very large. The earliest mega centralized empires were the neo-Assyrian empire (934-609 BCE) and neo-Babylonian empire (612-539 BCE) which conquered many independent tribes. In China, Shang Dynasty (1570-1045 BCE) and Zhou dynasty (1046-256 BCE) were a decentralized mega empire. Qin dynasty (221-206 BCE) and Han dynasty (206-220 BCE) were the centralized mega empires. The sizes of centralized mega empires were much larger than the sizes of decentralized empires.
Worldviews
The mega empires that were produced from the antagonistic interactions between nomadic pastoralists and settled agriculturalists lost stable and rigid territorial boundary. As a result, in the mega empires, territorial worldview with rigid boundary was replaced by discrete worldview or connective worldview with flexible boundary. Nomadic pastoralists and settled agriculturalists have different worldviews. Settled agriculturalists developed connective worldview with extended ingroup. In sedentary settled agriculturalists, the main economic growth model was the economic gain in agricultural products from the investment in the complex infrastructures, such as market, transportation, and irrigation. The infrastructure involves both basic physical and organizational structures-facilities. Settled agriculturalists were motivated to form alliances in order to establish the infrastructures among city-states. As a result, settled agriculturalists developed Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science connective worldview to view the world as connective city-states. Mobile nomadic pastoralists developed discrete worldview with extended outgroup. In mobile nomadic pastoralists without a fixed settlement for the complex infrastructures, the main economic growth model was the economic gain from the plundering of properties by conquest. The plundering of properties by conquest in nomadic pastoralists generated the discrete world, so nomadic pastoralists developed discrete worldview to view the world consisting of discrete clans.
According to R. E. Nisbett et al., most subsistence research has compared herders and farmers, arguing that the independence and mobility of herding make herding cultures individualistic and that the stability and high labor demands of farming make farming cultures collectivistic [64] . According to T. Talhelm et al., within farming cultures, historically farming rice is more collectivistic than farming wheat, and such difference continues to affect people in the modern world [65] . Individualistic and collectivistic cultures essentially correspond to discrete and connective worldviews, respectively.
In the clash of agriculturalists and pastoralists, the ruling classes of mega empires could adopt either discrete worldview from pastoralists or connective worldview from agriculturalists. Discrete worldview with extended outgroup dominates the Western civilization originated the Middle East and Greece, while connective worldview with extended ingroup dominates the Eastern civilization originated from India and China. The East has not developed permanently aggressive discrete worldview as neither China nor India has reached beyond Asia.
The discrete West pursues global military hegemony by defeating competitors in the perceived discrete world, and colonized almost the whole world during the 19th century. The connective East pursues international community to build the adaptable infrastructure for clothing, food, shelter, and transportation in the perceived connective world. Therefore, the discrete Western civilization and the connective Eastern civilization are basically discrete chimpanzee-like civilization with high propensity for proactive and reactive aggressions and connective bonobo-like civilization with low propensity for proactive and reactive aggressions, respectively as in Table 3 .
Instinctive worldview affects social interaction and perceptions. In relational sociology [66] , substantivalism considers individuals as self-subsistent entities capable of social interaction, while relationalism considers the social human practices and the individual's transactional contexts and reciprocal relations. Substantivalism corresponds to discrete worldview where individuals stand alone to compete against one another, while relationalism corresponds to connective worldview where connective individuals are related to one another. In terms of perception, substantivalism and discrete worldview percept an objects as identity standing alone, relationalism and connective worldview percept an object to have relation with another object. As a result, the Westerners with discrete worldview pay attention to the focal object separated from its surrounding based on discrete perception, while the Easterners with connective worldview attend more broadly to the overall surroundings and to the relations between the object and the field [13] [14] . One typical way to identify the East vs the West is to pair panda, monkey, and banana. Typically, the Westerners pair panda and monkey for the same category (animals), while the Easterners pair monkey and banana for the relationship (monkey eats banana). According to sociologists G. Jiang, T. Lo, and C. Garris, such relational (guanxi) phenomenon is currently in many countries, including China, Russia, Japan, Korea, Haiti, and Arab countries which adopt connective worldview [67] .
Religions for Mega Empires
Before mega empires, many tribes or city states resulted in decentralized union of hierarchical states with rigid boundary. The union could be the alliance of states or a mid-size overlord empire with a number of client states. At that time, no single state was strong enough from available technologies to centralize the powers in the union. The lack of centralized power was manifested in pluralistic state theism with polytheism. In polytheism, the chief deity was typically remote, and people worshiped their local deities. One typical example of polytheism is the polytheism in Canaan. Canaan, an ancient region between the River Jordan and the Mediterranean, located in the Levant region of present-day Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Israel. The chief deity was El. Israel was derived from Isra + El instead of Isra + Yahweh. During the Bronze Age and the early Iron Age, each nation had its own local deity under El [68] . Israel and Judah shared Yahweh as their national god. The various national gods were more or less equal. Because of the intermarriages and alliance among these nations, each nation had altars for the national gods of neighboring nations. According to archeological evidence [69] , during this time, idols represented other religions were found commonly in Jewish homes. With territorial worldview, each state could maintain its own deity within its boundary, so polytheism was viable before the mega empires. In the West, the mega empires defeated all small tribes with their territorial tribal gods in the form of polytheism. As a result, under discrete worldview where all religions were discrete and competitive, polytheism was no longer viable. In the West, In Israel and Judah, the failure of polytheism as the alliance of deities for the alliance of states led to the development of monotheism. In 722 BCE, Israel was defeated by the mega Assyria Empire which was strong enough to defeat various states with enormously destructive army and iron weapons. Israelites witnessed the failure of polytheism with the alliance of deities for the alliance of states. No alliance could defeat the mega Assyria Empire who looked down at all local deities. To some Israelites, the only salvation was to convert the local deity of Yahweh into the imaginary mega universal deity of Yahweh who had the power over all earthly empires. The mega universal deity of Yahweh was the only answer to oppose the mega emperor of the mega Assyrian Empire [70] . The mega universal deity was monotheism. Some of the refugees who fled from Israel to Judah brought with them the Yahweh only monotheism to Judah, and convinced some very influential people to believe in monotheism replacing polytheism. Several kings in Judah became the strong supporters of monotheism. The Jewish prophets, such as Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, became the spokesmen for monotheism. To the believers of monotheism, the practice of polytheism by Israelites was the reason for the defeat and suffering of Israelites as the punishment by monotheistic Yahweh. However, Yahweh, the universal deity, would not abandon Israel-Judah, and one day Israel-Judah would rise again under monotheistic Yahweh. Judaism is very restrictive with various rules and traditions. Christianity with much less rules and traditions is basically a broaden Judaism appealing to all people, and maintains monotheism to appeal to mega centralized empires. Eventually, the mega centralized Roman Empire adopted Christianity as the state religion. Islam is also monotheism suitable to mega centralized empires.
In the East from India and China, mega empires with flexible boundary adopted connective worldview where all religions and gods were connected and cooperative. In the mega empires of the East with connective worldview, all religions and deities were connected into Henotheism (theism of one god) to worship a single god without denying the existence or possible existence of other deities. Hindus worship one formless Supreme Being called Brahman though by different names. Hindus believe in many gods who perform various functions, and gods are connected through reincarnations, family relations, and functions. Similarly, Chinese under mega empires worshiped one formless Supreme Being named Tien (Heaven). Chinese at the same time worship many other gods, spirits, and ancestors. Chinese worship different gods for different functions. To
The Axial Age and Social Orders
The human social order has evolved with the evolution of human social structures and worldviews. The new social orders emerged during the Axial Age from about the 8th to the 3rd century BCE [15] .
The Pre-Civilization without Rational Rule
In the early pre-civilized society, the social order depended on the instinctive social brain and the instinctive mental immune system. Such social instinct for social order is called conscience. No evidence for extensive religious practice has been found in the early pre-civilized society [71] , so the original conscience was not religious. In the late pre-civilized society, the social order depended on the instinctive social brain, the instinctive mental immune system, and theory of imaginary mind to improve intergroup interaction and mental immune system in order to overcome the harsh environment of the Upper Paleolithic Period and form cooperative hunter-gatherer bands [51] [72] . Religion became an important part of social order in large cooperative pre-civilized hunter-gatherer bands which did not need any rational rule. In the pre-civilization, the social order depended on the social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews to form the original human social group, the mental immune system for instinctive mental therapy, and theory of imaginary mind for imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large social groups.
The Territorial Tribal Rational Civilization Based on Rule of Boundary
After the Agricultural Revolution, a large orderly civilized tribe with rigid boundary has territorial worldview and rule of boundary enforced 
The Discrete Western Rational Civilization Based on Rule of Law
In the West, the great rational thinkers based on discrete worldview changed legalized relational rule by law with rigid territorial and hierarchical boundaries to rule of law with flexible territorial and hierarchical boundaries. As a result, rule of law deals with the extended outgroup among discrete and independent individuals with flexible boundary. No one is beyond and above rule of law. To discrete worldview, the human nature for all individuals is basically bad, so rule of law is required to control all individuals who are basically bad which is called "original sin" derived from the Bible. All discrete individuals are under one standard rule of law enforced by reward and punishment for observation and violation, respectively, of rule of law. Punishment in rule of law relates to proactive aggression toward the extended outgroup, and the aggressor (judge) has no connection with the individual (violator) in punishment. Rule of law is enforced by proactive aggression. Jews observe Torah which includes all Jewish law, and was given to Moses in written form. To the Jewish prophets, no Jews anywhere was beyond and above the Jewish law. In Athens, Greece, all citizens had the right to bring both private and public matters before the courts maintained by magistrates and jurors from peers. The Athenian legal system appears to have worked efficiently. The commercial law in Athens introduced the principle of binding and enforceable contracts among equal citizens, and helped to make Athens the region's center for trade.
Plato implicitly developed rule of law based on universal natural law. According to Plato, we live in an orderly universe based on the Form of the Good in the brightest region of Being. The Form of the Good is basically the natural human relation which is evolved to form the original orderly human society. In the Republic by Plato, the ideal community is "a city which would be established in Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science accordance with nature". Aristotle recognized that the rule of law required the separation of powers, including legislative branch to make the rule of law, the executive branch to enforce the rule of law, and the judicial branch where individual judges base their decisions solely on facts and law of individual cases independently of either the executive or legislative powers. This separation of powers for the rule of law served as a direct model of government for the writers of the American constitution.
The Connective Eastern Rational Civilization Based on Rule of Relation
In the East, the great rational thinkers based on connective worldview changed In Confucianism, individuals are not discrete and independent, and all individuals are in relations with other people. Philosopher Hu Shih states, "in the Confucian human-centered philosophy man cannot exist alone; all action must be in the form of interaction between man and man" [11] . The five relationships in the extended ingroup are the relationships of ruler to subject, parent to child, husband to wife, elder sibling to younger sibling, and friend to friend. Each person has obligation and responsibility in all five relationships. The relationships are based on benevolence (ren) for the connection in the extended ingroup, righteousness (yi) for right behaviors and roles in the extended ingroup, and rite or manner (li) for the manner system among different roles in the extended ingroup. ren and yi are more at the level of consciousness, and li in its expression, including etiquette and customs. To Confucius, the manner system worked better than the legal system. A child who grows up in such manner system automatically has the perspective of relation. Worldview is expressed as harmony. "In practicing the rules of propriety, it is harmony that is prized" (Analects 1: 12). Harmony is prized among the differences. Confucius said: "Noble persons seek harmony but not sameness. Petty persons seek sameness but not harmony" (Analects 13: 23).
In means one that is adopted by choice. "Caste" means one that is adopted by birth.
In Vedic culture, everyone is considered to be born as Shudra. Through education, one becomes a Brahmin, Kshatriya or Vaishya. This completion of education is considered to be a second birth to obtain the status of "Dwija" (twice-born) for a Brahmin, Kshatriya or Vaishya. However, due to frequent foreign invasions, the Varna system became more rigid to protect the Varna system from the foreign invaders [74] . Buddhism adopts connective worldview mentally and socially as in the Buddhist principle of dependent origination (pratityasamutpada) where all phenomena arise in dependence upon other phenomena. The principle of dependent origination results in the doctrine of sunyata (voidness) without discrete self-existence independent of other existences. On the other hand, discrete worldview has discrete self. Buddhism teaches that the mind based on discrete worldview causes suffering by attaching to discrete self which does not exist in connective worldview. The way to reduce suffering is to replace discrete worldview with connective worldview, resulting moving from discrete outgroup to connective ingroup.
As shown by psychologists Igor Grossmann and Ethan Kross [75] , Russians (members of an interdependent culture) with connective worldview tend to be more communal, more focused on interpersonal harmony, and this allows them to see their own personal needs in larger context, from an outsider perspective. Americans (members of an independent culture) with discrete worldview, by contrast, tend to focus on the personal. With less of a community perspective, they immerse themselves in the emotional details of negative events, and this self-focus leads to distress and depression, resulting in more distress and a less adaptive than Russians. These findings demonstrate how worldview shapes the way people reflect over negative experiences.
As shown by Sara W. Lazar et al. [76] , the result of magnetic resonance imaging showed the increase in cortical thickness in 20 participants with extensive Insight meditation (such as calm mindfulness of breathing) experience. The cortex involves in the thinking brain. The observation indicates that the Buddhist meditation involves rational thinking. In the Western psychotherapy by psychoanalysis, the rational thinking involves the rational analysis of discrete self. By finding out the true discrete self, one can control the emotion from the true discrete self. On the other hand, in the Buddhist insight meditation, the rational thinking involves the calm rational monitoring (mindfulness) of whole self (such as breathing) without analyzing discrete self. By strengthening the cortical monitoring of whole self, one can control the emotion in the whole self. The Buddhist meditation [77] has been investigated to show the decreases in emo-Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science tional interference by unpleasant stimuli and in the time to return to emotional baseline after stress.
Interdependent Coexistence
The Western mega empires adopted discrete worldview to produce the governmental rule of law for all citizens. Moralized relational rule from connective worldview, on the other hand, were produced by local religions and customs. For example, Jews were allowed to practice the Jewish legalized relational rule without all legal enforcement. Basically, local people could practice moralized relational rules with their own moral standards enforced by honor and shame, and the mega empires had the governmental rule of law enforced by reward and punishment. In this way, the Western mega Empires had the governmental rule of law as the principal rule and local relational rule as the auxiliary rule. The principal rule and the auxiliary rule were interdependent.
In the West, the principal rule in Christianity is rule of law as the base of the final judgment at the end time for reward and punishment. At the same time, Christianity has auxiliary rule of loving relations between God and people and among believers with Jesus' death and blood as the redemption to redeem his believers from rule of law to rule of loving relations.
In China, the Qin dynasty was the first mega centralized empire (221-206 BCE) with legalism with rule of law which relied on clear laws and strict punishments for all people. The emperor (Qin Shi Huang) attempted to destroy all other schools of philosophy. Legalism that built the strong and well-organized Qin Empire had a narrow appeal. As a result, the Qin dynasty was ended quickly after his death. The Han dynasty (206 BCE-220 AD) after the Qin Dynasty adopted Confucianism with rule of relation as the official ideology, and retained rule of law under Legalism. Different dynasties had different sets of law. As a result, China had the Confucian rule of relation as the principal rule and the Legalist rule of law as the auxiliary rule which was used only after the failure of rule of relation. The principal rule and the auxiliary rule were interdependent.
The Rise and Fall of Mega Empires
In the book "War and Peace and War: The Rise and Fall of Empires" [77] , Peter Turchin showed that mega empires arise where civilizations clash, and successful empires tend to expand by cultural assimilation. For example, when pastoralist and agriculturalist civilizations clash, people from each civilization have to band together to fight off a common enemy, resulting in the social cohesiveness to form mega empires. Successful empires depend not only on the social cohesiveness but also the rational rules to assimilate different tribes in mega empires. In this way, different tribes in an empire accept the rational rule of the empire without the original rigid boundary among tribes.
However, Peter Turchin shows that the evolution from tribes to a mega empire is reversible. As a mega empire grows, population outgrows the carrying capacity, producing general decrease in common wellbeing. Wars, economic Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science The mega empires produced all major religions based on discrete or connective rational civilization. The major religions maintain the rational way of life based on discrete or connection rational civilization. The fall of the Roman Empire produced territorial rational civilization within discrete rational civilization maintained by major discrete religions.
The Industrial Revolution and Democracies
The Industrial Revolution has changed human society drastically to produce new national and international political and economic systems. Democracy is one of new systems. printing, and autonomous vehicles [78] . The fourth industrial revolution allows highly individualized global production-distribution-information. The increasing advancement of the Industrial Revolution favors globalization.
The Industrial Revolution

Territorial Nationalist Democracy (Tribalism Democracy)
Territorial nationalist democracy is a competitive democracy based on territorial rational civilization. Basically, territorial nationalist democracy is tribalism democracy for the majority tribe in a nation. Nationalism was derived from people's awareness of being part of a nation with common institutions, traditions, language, and customs. Nationalists owe their chief political loyalty to the nation rather than to a dynasty, city-state, or other political unit. Nationalism became a popular force for change by the French Revolution. Nationalism destroyed the old order of monarchies in Europe. Nationalist economy is the state-controlled economy to promote nationalism. Currently, the rapidly changes in globalization and automation produce the problems of gross income inequality, serious job insecurity, and large scale immigration. The countries that cannot deal with such problems shift toward nationalist politics with nationalist economy which blames non-traditional groups and foreign countries for such problems.
The main issue in the international relation for territorial nationalist democracy is national boundary. At the end of World War II, there were seven border walls or fences in the world. By the time the Berlin Wall fell in 1989, there were 15. Today, there are at least 77 walls or fences around the world-many erected after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in New York City and at the Pentagon. The international relation for nationalist democracy is the boundary international order which promotes the establishment of national boundary in the world.
Discrete Liberty-Equality Democracy (Individualism-Egalitarianism Democracy)
In the discrete rational Western civilization, individuals are discrete and independent. The two basic goals for discrete and independent individuals are liberty and equality. In terms of civilization, liberty for individual liberty comes from ancient Greek individualism, while equality for equality in individual power comes from early Israelite egalitarianism [79] . Basically, discrete liberty-equality democracy is individualism-egalitarianism democracy for all people in a nation. The method to reach such goals is competition among discrete and independent individuals. Politically, the people with similar goal form political party to pursuit their goal. There are multiple political parties to pursuit multiple goals. The Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science multi-party system is the main political driving force, because most people are not active, well-informed, and interested in politics. The rational rule is rule of law for all people. The result is competitive multi-party liberty-equality democracy based on rule of law. Competitive multi-party democracy for equality is socialist democracy. Henri de Saint-Simon (1760-1825) in France created the term "socialism" as a contrast to liberal individualism which failed to address poverty, social oppression, and gross inequalities in wealth social concerns during the Industrial Revolution in Europe. To achieve equality, he presented socialism as an alternative to liberal individualism based on the shared state ownership of resources. Different models of socialism have different degrees of state ownership and administration of the means of production and distribution of goods to produce different degrees of equality. The equality in socialist democracy includes at least the basic equality in healthcare, education, and basic income, and is not absolute equality in all aspects. Therefore, socialist democracy is still competitive other than basic equality.
The international relation for liberal democracy is to establish liberal international order as multilateral rule-based liberty in politics and economy in terms of liberal democracy and internal and international free market. Liberal international order promotes and assists liberal democratic movements in other countries. Liberal international economic order established the World Trade Organization to create and implement free trade agreements, the World Bank to provide aid to developing countries, and the International Monetary Fund to foster global monetary cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade, promote high employment and sustainable economic growth, and reduce poverty around the world. Liberal international economic order has contributed the global economic growth. The international relation for socialist democracy is to establish socialist international order based on equality. During the Cold War, socialist international order for classless state led by the USSR promoted classless state, equality, and solidarity. One of the major international organizations for socialist international order is the Socialist International whose origins go back to the early international organizations of the labor movement, has existed in its present form since 1951, when it was re-established at the Frankfurt Congress. It currently brings together 147 socialist democratic parties and organizations from all continents. The Socialist International continues assist socialist democratic parties globally. The Socialist International also involves environmental international order based on equality between human impact and environment. Environmental international order produced the Paris Agreement to protect global environment. Environmental international order is strong in Europe.
Connective Common Wellbeing Democracy (Collectivism-Meritocracy Democracy)
In The world currently is dominated by discrete liberty-equality democracy. Connective common wellbeing democracy is in minority, and practiced by few countries, including Singapore, China, Vietnam, Russia, and some Muslim countries which have connective worldview instead of discrete worldview [67] . In 1978, Deng Xiaoping [80] started common wellbeing democracy by establishing the goal of moderately well-off society through reform and opening based on cooperative rule of relation. He moved away from the Western com-Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science petitive outright individual liberty and equality which do not exist in the traditional Chinese connective worldview. He moved the political system toward cooperative and practical common wellbeing democracy with Chinese character based on connective worldview. Connective common wellbeing democracy has worked well in China. Such connective common wellbeing also involves meritocracy as professional qualification. In terms of professional qualification, Deng Xiaoping famously said that it doesn't matter if a cat is black or white so long as it catches mice. Common wellbeing democracy is the most practical democracy which uses the best mixtures of methods to improve the common wellbeing of people. As a result, it uses the mixture private owned enterprise (POE) and state owned enterprise (SOE). Much more people work for POE than SOE in China. It uses the mixture of election and professional qualification (meritocracy) as described by Daniel A. Bell [81] . Common wellbeing democracy also uses experiments frequently to test new policies before the national implementations of new policies.
According to the World Bank, more than 850 million Chinese people have been lifted out of extreme poverty; China's poverty rate fell from 88 percent in 1981 to 0.7 percent in 2015 [82] . China has eradicated poverty at the rate of po- [83] . Connective common wellbeing democracy based on rule of relation is a good political system to eradicate poverty and increase wealth. No country based on liberty-equality democracy has achieved such rate of poverty reduction. The basic assumption of the common wellbeing international order for common wellbeing democracy is that no nation stands alone, and all nations are related to one another in the community of common destiny that produces wellbeing as the state of being comfortable, healthy, secure, and happy. One way to implement common wellbeing international order is through infrastructural international order to connect various countries and regions such as the Road Belt Initiative (BRI) proposed by Xi Jinping in September and October 2013 during visits to Kazakhstan and Indonesia [84] . It involves infrastructure development and investments in 152 countries and international organizations in Asia, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and the Americas. The origin of the BRI is Table 4 .
Interdependent Coexistence
Any robust democracies have interdependent coexistence of competitive democracy and cooperative democracy. In current politics, according to the Democracy Index by the Economist Intelligence Unit, the best liberal democracy countries are the Nordic countries based on both rule of law to deal with partisan and market competitions and rule of relation for the common wellbeing of all people in terms of the universal health care-welfare system and education system. In Singapore, the politics is essentially one-party connective politics with effective programs for the common wellbeing of all citizens, but it has rule of law to deal with market competition as the most competitive economy in the world according to the Global Competitiveness Report 2019 from the World Economic Forum. As a result, a robust liberty-equality democracy has common wellbeing democracy as the auxiliary democracy, while a robust common wellbeing democracy has liberty-equality as the auxiliary democracy.
Globalization and Tribalization
The Industrial Revolution brings about intensive international interactions which cause international interdependence in raw materials, technologies, productions, markets, labors, and capitals. No country can survive well by itself. The two possible world communities are the globalized integrated community and the internationalized interdependent community. The internationalized interdependent community allows interdependent coexistence of the three rational civilizations.
Globalization
Ever since the first Industrial Revolution, industrialization has impacted in both increasing trade and communication, more and more international corporations are extending their reach across land and sea. Mega international corporations become the main driving force for globalization. To a mega international corporation, globalization is often offered as the strategic effort to treat the world as a single market in which to do business, a single research and development laboratory, a single production center, a single logistics network, and a single headquarters site [6] . A mega international corporation has no national boundary among nations. Basically, mega international corporations to economic globalization in the world are similar to mega empires to imperialization in large regions in terms of the elimination of boundary.
The global economy grows more with economic globalization as shown by Jagdish Bhagwati [8] . The result of globalization is "the globalized integrated community" based on rule of integration which is established by the World Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), and World Trade Organization (WTO) as described by Herman Daly [7] . Such rule of integration is based on liberal democracy and free market established by advanced industrial countries, such as America and the West European countries. Under the globalized integrated community, national boundary is basically open, and the purpose of globalization is to maximize the efficiency of international corporations and the global economic growth as described by Economist Jagdish Bhagwati [8] .
Tribalization
Globalized corporations benefit from globalization, because in a globalized economy with free capital mobility, nations no longer specialize in their own "comparative advantage", but instead global capitalists and corporations follow "absolute advantage"-allocating their resources to maximize global productivity and global profit as shown by Herman Daly [17] . However, a nation loses its ability to enforce its own laws and standards which become meaningless in a globally integrated economy without national boundary. The Industrial Revolution produces both globalization and automation. In economic globalization and automation, people who are competitive in the globalization and automation get rich and secure, and people who are not competitive in globalization and automation become poor and insecure. Without proper help from governments, the wealth gap between the rich and the poor increases with increasing globalization-automation. In the USA, from 2009-2012, over 90% of new income accrued to just the top 1% of income earners. As the economy recovered further, new income distribution was less lopsided, but still uneven. The top 1% captured over half of all income growth in the US over the period 2009-2015 [85] . In 2013, the bottom 50% of families held 1%, and inequality worsened from 1989 to 2013 [86] . According to The New York Times, the richest 1 percent in the United States now owns more wealth than the bottom 90 percent [87] . Economic globalization-automation is unfair. Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science
To some countries, globalization includes economic, political, and military globalizations. Military globalization involves the military presence in terms of overseas military bases and navy ships all over the world. The military globalization has started pre-empt wars and proxy wars in the Middle East far away from home, resulting in endless and futile wars. With so much advancement in very expensive weapons, expensive military globalization can no longer be maintained by one country. The top three military countries have not engaged in direct war since the Korea War over sixty years ago, and any direct war among them appears to be unlikely. As a result, military globalization is futile and useless.
The dominant discrete liberty-equality democracy wants to globalize political system by discrete worldview. Different civilizations have different worldviews. To globalize one political system in different civilizations appears to be futile and disrespectful to diverse civilizations. The globalization of liberty-equality democracy in Middle East has resulted in disasters causing instability and great human suffering. The world now has less liberty-equality democracy than before. Military-political globalization is futile.
As shown by Koert Debeuf in "Tribalization: Why war is coming" [16] , the end of globalization is tribalization. The large gap between the rich and the poor in unfair economic globalization-automation brings about tribalization in terms of protectionism with rigid political, economic, and social boundary to minimize globalization. The military-political globalization in the Middle East has produced the tribalization in the Middle East through the invasion, proxy wars, and the Arab Spring. Different religious and ethnic tribes now fight against one another in many areas in the Middle East, resulting in chaos and great human suffering. Political globalization has also started the proxy tribalization wars to support the tribalization in their opponents in order to weaken their opponents. In discrete liberty-equality democracy, the tribalization involves the tribalization of political parties. Ukraine has been tribalized completely by military-political globalization, resulting in suffering and poverty. No country is safe from the proxy tribalization war from her opponents who attempt futilely to globalize military and politics, even though the tribalization brings about chaos and poverty. Unfair economic globalization and futile military-political globalization produce tribalization which brings about chaos and poverty instead of peace and wellbeing.
Internationalization and the Interdependent Coexistence of the Rational Civilizations
Since unfair economic globalization and futile military-political globalization produce tribalization which brings about chaos and poverty instead of peace and wellbeing, such globalization and tribalization should be avoided.
Internationalization and the Internationalized Interdependent Community
The alternative to globalization and tribalization is internationalization. Ac-Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science cording to Herman Daly [7] [17], globalization, considered by many to be the inevitable wave of the future, is frequently confused with internationalization, but is in fact something totally different. Globalization refers to global economic integration of many formerly national economies into one global economy, by free trade, especially by free capital mobility, and also, as a distant but increa- Table 5 and in Figure 1 .
The Factors in the Interdependent Coexistence of the Rational Civilizations
The current highly international interdependence produces the purposed internationalized interdependent community which allows the interdependent coexistence of the three rational civilizations. The important factors in the interdependent coexistence include the promotion of rational civilizations, the basic rule of relation, the basic rule of law, the potential civilizational boundary, the regional defense boundary, and the cooperation in international relations.
The Promotion of Rational Civilizations
The A society's position on this dimension is reflected in whether people's self-image is defined in terms of "I" or "we". The IDV index increases with increased individualism.
In terms of liberty-equality democracy as discrete civilization, liberty is represented by individualism proportional to the increasing IDV index, while equality is represented by the PDI index proportional to the decreasing PDI. In terms of common wellbeing democracy, common wellbeing is represented by collectivism and the willingness to be united under high authority to keep peace.
As a result, the potential democracy type index (PDTI) is expressed by the PDTI formula as follows.
The Potential Democracy Type Index (PDTI) = (100 − the PDI) + the IDV index The result of the calculation from 76 cultural units is listed in Table 6 . The preference to liberty-equality democracy increases with the increasing potential democracy type index (PDTI), while the preference to common wellbeing democracy increases with the decreasing PDTI. From the PDTI (about 30 points for each group), the five groups are the potential strong liberty-equality democracy, the potential adequate liberty-equality democracy, the potential neutral democracy with equal preference to both democracies, the adequate common wellbeing democracy, and the strong common wellbeing democracy. In Table 5 , Arabic-speaking countries include Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi The actual democracies in many Western countries follow the potential democracies by the PDTI with some exceptions. As a result, the PDTI can be con- The economy in discrete rational civilization is better in quality (advanced technology) and worse in quantity (production) than the economy in connective Globalization and automation inevitably increase the wealth gap between the rich and the poor. The gap between the rich and the poor can be in the same location or between urban area and rural area and among different areas in the same country. Different countries have different ways to narrow such gap. In discrete civilization based on discrete worldview where individuals are discrete, the way to narrow such gap is from progressive tax and social welfare programs without significant direct involvement from government. In connective civilization based on connective worldview where individuals are connected, the way to narrow such gap involves significant direct involvement from government. In China, the poverty alleviation strategy for poor rural area follows a five-batch policy based on industrial development, relocation, eco-compensation, education, and social security. Discrete civilization is unlikely to follow such poverty alleviation strategy.
All major religions are rational, and have the common mental origin. In this highly interdependent international community, all major religions have the common destiny that is to build the harmonious international community on earth as in heaven to provide interdependent coexistence of religions as well as rule of religious moral relation and rule of religious-moral law.
The Regional Defense Boundary
The interdependent coexistence of territorial rational civilization and discrete-connective civilization regulates the people flow (immigration) and capital flow (investment) across national boundaries to prevent disruptions in politics Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science and economy. The defense interdependent coexistence with territorial civilization based on rule of boundary provides the regional defense boundary based on rule of boundary from the "Monroe Doctrine" to prevent the outside military intervention from hegemons [94] . Every country in the world belongs to an international regional defense community in the "International Regional Defense Community Organization" (the IRDCO). The common identities of a regional community include some or all of the shared geography region, shared existing regional international organization, shared dominant cultural-religion, shard dominant language, shared dominant intragroup relation, and shared dominant worldview. Each regional community has at least one economically strong country for its protection and strength. Five (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) of the twelve major countries in the IRDCO are in BRICS which is a major international community. With the territorial regional protective boundary, each regional community enforces the "Monroe Doctrine" that forbids military intrusion from the countries outside of a regional community except the intervention approved by the United Nations. As a result, all overseas military bases as the military intrusion from the countries outside of a regional community have to be abolished. All defense treaties connected to the countries outside of a regional community also Journal of Behavioral and Brain Science have to be ended. The regional communities which are for military defense allow individual nations to maintain all international economic treaties inside and outside of the communities. Different regional communities will have different degrees of economic cooperation within the communities.
The study design, sample size and references of relative studies for the civilization boundary and the regional defense boundary are summarized in Table 8 .
The Cooperation in the International Relations
The interdependent coexistence of the international orders can provide peace and prosperity. The boundary international order provides the regional defense boundary for the International Regional Defense Community Organization (IRDCO). The liberal economic international order enhances global economic growth from the WB, IMF, and WTO. The socialist economic-environmental international order protects human welfare and environment for the present and future humans. The common wellbeing international order produces the community of common destiny, enhances international trade, and minimizes the large scale migration of people from poor nations to rich nations. The United Nations is the platform for all nations to resolve international problems.
The New Axial Age
The mega empires before and during the Axial Age unified many tribes within the mega empires, so the old tribal boundary became flexible. To deal with flexible tribal boundary in the mega empires, the great rational thinkers in the Axial Age produces the discrete Western rational civilization originated in Middle East and Greece and the connective Eastern rational civilization originated in India and China to replace the tribal territorial civilization originated from the tribes before the Axial Age. Before the Industrial Revolution, the contact between the discrete Western rational civilization and the connective Eastern rational civilization was limited due to geographic distance and barrier, so the civilizational boundary was rigid. The increasing development in the Industrial Revolution increases the contact among civilizations. Now the Fourth Industrial Revolution [83] brings about the flexible civilizational boundary as indicated by "The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order" by political scientist Samuel Huntington [3] . To deal with flexible civilizational boundary brings about the has the responsibility to provide the improved future for the future generations.
The improved future from the collective rational thinking in the New Axial Age to deal with the new international community of the flexible civilizational boundary will last for a long time.
Summary
The paper purposes that the mental origin of the rational civilization consists of the social brain for instinctive intragroup relations and worldviews to form the original human social group, the mental immune system for instinctive mental therapy, theory of imaginary mind for imaginary religious and political entities with their own minds to form cohesive large social groups, and the thinking brain for rule to form rational civilization. The principles for intragroup rela- Western rational civilization with discrete worldview for discrete and independent individuals is based on rule of law to deal with basically discrete bad individuals. Connective Eastern rational civilization with connective worldview for connective and related individuals is based on rule of relation to deal with basically connective good individuals. All major religions are derived from the mega empires based on discrete or connective civilization. The fall of mega empires produced territorial rational civilization within discrete or connective civilization maintained by the major religions based on discrete or connective civilization. The much improved living standard and education for individuals in the Industrial Revolution bring about democracies, including territorial nationalist democracy (tribalism democracy) based on rule of boundary from territorial rational civilization, discrete liberty-equality democracy (individualism-egalitarianism Democracy) based on rule of law from discrete rational civilization, and connective common wellbeing democracy (collectivism-meritocracy democracy) based on rule of relation from connective rational civilization.
Before the Industrial Revolution, the civilizational boundary between the East and the West was rigid with very limited contact between the two civilizations. The civilizational boundary has become flexible as indicated by "The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order" by political scientist Samuel Huntington [3] , and the economy has become interdependent. The result is the international interdependence with flexible civilizational boundary. The two possible communities from the international interdependence are the globalized integrated community and the internationalized interdependent community. The globalized integrated community from the WB, IMF, and WTO based on rule of integration integrates all civilizations into basically discrete Western rational civilization with globe as the basic unit. The current international situation indicates that the futile globalized integrated community as shown by Sociologist Koert Debeuf in "Tribalization: Why war is coming" [16] , which describes that the end of globalization is tribalization which brings chaos and poverty. The alternative is the internationalized interdependent community proposed by Herman Daly [7] [17] . The internationalized interdependent community based on rule of interdependence brings about the independent coexistences of the rational civilization with nation as basic unit. The important factors in rule of interdependence in the internationalized interdependent community include the promotion of rational civilizations, the basic rule of relation of common origin-destiny for mankind, the basic rule of law the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations, the potential civilizational boundary from the Hofstede model for national culture, the regional defense boundary based on the Monroe Doctrine, and the cooperation in international relations.
To deal with flexible civilizational boundary brings about the collective rational thinking from people in the New Axial Age. Each generation has the responsibility to provide the improved future for the future generations. The improved future from the collective rational thinking in the New Axial Age to deal with the new international community of the flexible civilizational boundary will last for a long time.
